40
Physical activity (PA) has positive effect on health and quality of life of 41 individuals and communities 1 . Evidence shows that PA is a protective behavior on major 42 non-communicable diseases, such as coronary heart disease, type II diabetes and cancer 43 2 . However, global PA prevalence is still low 3 , including such behavior in the public 44 health agenda and proving the need of monitoring PA at population levels.
45
Accelerometers (portable motion sensors) have been increasingly adopted in large 46 scale studies, since it provides more accurate physiological and mechanical parameters to 47 estimate PA 4 . In the last decade, the use of accelerometers for this purpose increased 48 significantly 5 , due to the capability to quantify duration, frequency and intensity of PA 49 through acceleration signals, movement patterns and its magnitude 6 . Also, currently 50 available accelerometers enables large quantity of data storage, a wide spectrum of cut-51 off points for different PA intensities, movement pattern recognition and the possibility 52 of more detailed analyzes using the raw data 5 .
53
In order to better understand the prevalence, levels and impact of PA on health, 54 accurate measures are essential. However, with the increase of accelerometer-based 55 research, the variability among protocols is also rising, since there is no standardized 56 recommendation for data collection. There are different sources of variability, such as 57 accelerometers brands, placements, unit of analyzes, minimum number of hours per day 58 and minimum number of measurement days. All these decisions will influence final PA 59 estimates at some degree, and therefore must be discussed accordingly to their advantages 60 and disadvantages. 
141
Sample description, as well as comparison between individuals with six 142 measurement days (analytical sample) and the remaining members followed-up on the 143 most recent data collection of each cohort is presented in Table 1 . There were no 144 significant differences between the analytical sample and the rest of the cohort for most 145 variables, except for gender among 18-year-olds whose presented a higher proportion of 146 males (54.9).
147 (Figure 2) .
157
Figures 3A, 3B and 3C show the Intraclass Reliability Coefficient (IRC) for one 158 to six measurement days. Highest IRC coefficients was observed for overall PA in all 159 three groups. The coefficients ranged from 0.44 to 0.83 in children and from 0.54 to 0.88 160 in adults. To achieve an IRC >0,7 two and three days of measurements were needed in 161 adults and children, respectively. Three and four days of measurements of MVPA was 162 needed to achieve an IRC >0,7 in 30-year-olds and in 18 and 6-year-olds, respectively.
163 Five days of LPA was necessary to reach an IRC>0.7 in 6-year-old children, three days 164 for 18 years-old adults, and four days for 30 years-old adults. To achieve an IRC>0.8, 165 four and five days of overall PA was needed among adults and children, respectively.
166 Discussion
167
Our results show that, for MVPA, four days would be necessary to represent a 168 week of measurement using the 0.7 threshold; and 5 or 6 days would be needed using the 169 0.8 threshold. These results vary according to the construct evaluated (MVPA, LPA or 170 overall PA). Overall PA follows a stable pattern through the week, resulting in a smaller 171 number of days needed to an admissible IRC.
172
A better interpretation of our results requires the understanding of the main 173 differences among the PA constructs analyzed. For instance, overall PA demonstrates the 174 behavior with minimum arbitrariness, including all daily movement, including both daily
